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SOLDIERS FLY ON BOMBING RAIDS

Army officers fly with R.A.F, bombers on day and night missions to

study at first hand the enemy’s anti-aircraft fire. Known as Flak

Liaison Officers, they are gunnery specialists, and as the ground defences

open up and the shells burst hear their bombers they can tell from

experience net only the type of flak, out the approximate strength of the

enemy batteries engaged; and sometimes even the kind of firs control

being used.

Their knowledge goes into a valuable pool for both the R.A.F. and

the Army, Experts sift and co-ordinate their reports.

Flak Officers are all volunteers and enthusiasts for a task which

takes them over some of the most heavily defended parts of Europe, , Many

of them wear a single wing as qualified air gunners, and they have on

occasion flown in that capacity.

German methods of ground defences have changed a good deal in the

lost two years, but the changes have been noted by those Army officers,
who have been doing their job since the first year of the war.

One of these is Major E*J* Pullan, . Royal Artillery, who was in

the printing trade in civilian life and is now Flak Officer with a medium

bomber group. He started his duty with heavy night bombers and received

his decoration after making a number of sorties which yielded valuable

information.

"It is a most interesting job, and a big change from ordinary gunnery"

he said recently, "It is giving us valuable experience and we also enjoy

the co-operation of the Royal Air Force,"

Major Pullan makes several operational flights a month, and when he

is not himself participating in a raid he frequently interrogates pilots

about the flak on their return.

Most of the Army officers who did the first tour of operations in

bombers have spent an interim period at an A.A.gunnery centre, collecting

and giving information, and are now back with the R,A,F. again*


